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LEATHER:

CONSTRUCTION:

INSOLE:

LAST:

OUTSOLE:

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN:

CARE PRODUCTS:

SHANK:

NON-MARKING:

DEFINED HEEL:

MSRP:

2326 Women's 6-inch

Boot

Turbo Vegas Leather 

SuperSole® Welt 

Texon® 

100 

Horizon™ SuperSole® 

Made in the USA with

Imported Materials 

Boot Oil,Leather Protector 

Fiberglass 

Yes 

Yes-90 Degrees 

179.99 

Electrical Hazard

Steel Toe

SIZES: B 6-10,D 6-10,EE4-10

Star Rating Quality Value Industry Work Environment

ADVANCED FILTERS

4

OVERALL RATING 

3.9

QUALITY 

3.6

VALUE 

FIT LENGTH FIT WIDTH

runs small runs large runs small runs large
88% of reviewers loved the boots!
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Was this helpful? Yes 23 No 0

Was this helpful? Yes 6 No 0

Was this helpful? Yes 6 No 1

Not the same.

Mainer207 Bar Harbor, ME, USA February 19, 2016

Industry: Farm/Ranch

I wore through 5 pairs of 1626 work boots, resoled two of them, and then the boot was discontinued. (I had Redwing resole

each time and both pairs felt entirely different under foot, so much so that it was throwing off my alignment) I went ahead

and bought the steel toed version but they're heavier, sweatier in the summer, colder in the winter and have much less room

in the toe box. I'm working on my knees a lot and these boots don't respond well to that function and my toes take a beating.

If you're standing a lot for work and require a steel toe this could possibly work, but if you're outside in the winter don't count

on them for warmth. All I got to say is, when the heck will boot companies start making quality, effective work boots for

women? Without the cute details, bad colors and extremely poor selection? It's ridiculous how many work boots are carried

for men and how little for women, and every company gives me the same line- there's just no demand. At the very least

bring back the 1626, and I encourage Red wing to poll the audience a bit more to get a better feel for the womens market.

I'm not a complainer normally, I'm just heading into the work season with no boots to count on, and that makes my job tough.

Big fan of the company, they just need to catch up with the times.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Dirt, General Outdoor, Uneven Terrain, Smooth Surfaces, Jagged Environment

40 years in red wings

ThatGirl1 Cincinnati Ohio September 15, 2015

Industry: Transportation

I started in heavy highway construction and now haul hazardous materials. Every year in red wing boots, they were the only

ones to offer women's boots so I've stayed with red wing.

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Dirt, General Outdoor, Steel, Uneven Terrain, Smooth Surfaces

AWSOME!

TAYLOR66 Tacoma, WA, USA July 26, 2015

Industry: Warehousing

I am very hard on boots. I typically walk out of a pair in about 4-6 months. I bought these boots about 7 months ago and can

hardly see any wear on the sole. The break in period is short, they are very comfortable to wear on a day to day basis.... not

to mention they last! Love love love these boots!

Work Environment: Hot, Cold, Wet, Dry, Cement Surface, Dirt, General Outdoor, Corrosive Chemicals, Smooth Surfaces,

Jagged Environment, General Indoor

This product is a good work boot.

Jackie13 Beetown, WI 53804, USA April 1, 2015

Industry: Farm/Ranch

I am a Dairy Farmer living in Wisconsin,with narrow feet, therefore need to buy a woman's shoe. I always buy #1626. I

understand I can no longer buy that boot; the new one has a steel toe. I feel badly about that, because a steel toe shoe is

heavier and colder. Will you in the future consider making it without the steel toe? I would really appreciate it. Thanks.

Work Environment: Wet, General Outdoor, Dry, Hot, Dirt, Cold
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Happy in Rincon, GA

HappySafety Rincon, GA March 5, 2015

Industry: Construction

I have had a pair of these boots for 8 years. I am in the process of purchasing another pair. Only because the pair I am

wearing now doesn't have much tread left on them. I love these boots. I wouldn't buy another brand, which is making it

difficult for me to find a local store that carries them in my size. I would recommend these boots every time. They are

definitely worth what I paid for them, which wasn't a bad price at that.

Work Environment: Cement Surface, Wet, Uneven Terrain, General Outdoor, Dry, Hot, Jagged Environment, Dirt, Smooth

Surfaces, Cold, General Indoor, Steel

These are great boots!!

Cokain86 East Liberty, OH, USA October 23, 2014

Industry: Manufacturing

Best boots I have every had. They have lasted over five years now and I will buy another pair! Great boots. I have also used

these boots for riding my horses as well they fit in the sturups really well...

Work Environment: Dry, General Indoor

Great for what I needed.

Nicole Houston August 21, 2014
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Posted by cdcd champaign, il

November 23, 2015

I concur completely.

QUALITY 
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Posted by mimi242 Eatontown nj

November 6, 2015

the salesperson said you can get the bottom sole replaces for $105. the turn around is a week wait.
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Industry: Oil/Gas

Other Reservoir Engineer

These boots were perfect for what I needed working offshore, but in an office most of the day.

Work Environment: Wet, Dry, Hot, General Indoor, Steel, offshore

Deeply disappointed

Noyajean Albuquerque, NM, USA August 9, 2014

Industry: Other

Other Distillery

Being a loyal red wing customer for every 20 years, they we re my first stop when I needed new work boots. I usually special

order a man's boot in small size but I needed work boots with steel toes ASAP and they had none in my size. The first eyelet

broke the first day I wore them with the other 3 out 4 breaking the same week. These were the first women's work boots I've

bought from red wings and my last. When will someone actually make a decent workbook for women?

Work Environment: Cement Surface, Wet, Uneven Terrain, Hot, Cold
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Posted by cmd4104 san diego, ca

November 22, 2015

I agree I'm super disappointed I've been wearing my boots for only 2 months and the tongue is

completely over to the side on one of the boots. I brought them in after a second time and they said they

are going to stitch the tongue to the side of the boot ....?!?!?! is this normal... you spend 200 for the

tongue not to be correct in the first place. They eyelet is literally digging into my foot and the solution is to

stitch the tongue to the boot itself.. so now ill have to hassle to get it on... anyone else have this

problem..is this really how they fix things...completely disappointed with this boot, and the fact that there

are really no options for women in the construction trades really makes me angry...ughhh

Was this helpful? Yes 10 No 0

Posted by HAlldridge Littleton, Colorado

March 8, 2015

I had the same issue with the eyelets snapping. But I took them into the store by my house and the

gentleman working there told me that the hardware is guaranteed and he sent them in to be repaired and

even though only two broke, he had them replace all four free of charge. Its well worth it to take them into

the store if there is one by you because Red Wing is more than willing to fix any issues in order to keep

happy and forever customers.

Was this helpful? Yes 4 No 1

Posted by Candyj Nj

February 21, 2015

How I can I special order men's boots in a small? I'm having a hard time finding a women's boot thats

safe electrical work and the men's boots run too big. I need help

Posted by Christyn

February 21, 2015

I've had these boots for over 3 years and they are still going strong. The toes have worn through to the

steel on the exterior from excessive rubbing on the ground (I am a tile setter). This person must have just
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got a defective pair. These are by far the BEST boots I have ever owned.
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